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In this paper we discuss two problems connected with Korovkin sets for
sequences of positive linear operators.

1. MINIMAL KOROVKIN SETS ON SPHERES

Let X be a compact metric space, and let C(X) be the space of all real
continuous functions on X. We denote by S = {go, gl ,... , g",} a finite subset
of C(X) which consists of linearly independent functions, and by G = lin S
the linear hull of S. The shadow S(G) of G (or of S) is the set of all functions
fE C(X) with the following property. If Tn' n = 1,2,... , is a sequence of
positive linear operators mapping C(X) into itself, and if Tng ~>- g for all
g E G, then Tnf -+ f

The set S (or G) is a Korovkin set if S(C) is the whole space, that is, if the
above implication holds for allfE C(X). In particular, this is so (and then S
is called a strict Korovkin set) if each point X o E X is a peak point of G.
We call X o E X a peak point of a linear subspace C of C(X) if there is a function
go in the closure G of C for which go(xo) = 0, go(x) > °for x =1= Xo '

In his important paper [11], Saskin has given a "geometric" theory of
Korovkin sets based on the following map ([> of X into Rm+l:

(1.1)
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and on the properties of extreme points of convex sets. In particular, it
follows from his theory (see Klimov, Krasnosl'skii and Lifsic [7, p. 68]) that
a Korovkin set on the unit sphere Sn-l in Rn has at least n + 1 elements.
This lower bound is achieved by the trivial Korovkin set 1, Yl , ..., Yn on Sn-l ,
where the Yk are the cartesian coordinates in Rn: this is a minimal Korovkin,
set on Sn-l . We shall characterize all such sets.

A set of continuous functions S = {go , ... , gm} on ,X will be called
2-independent, if no 3 points of X have images under c]J which lie on a two
dimensional plane through the origin. Under this assumption, <[J is a
homeomorphism. We call a set Yin Rm+l 2-independent, if no 3 points of Y
lie on a plane of this type. Korovkin sets are 2-independent [11].

THEOREM 1. A 2-independent set of functions S = {go ,... , g",} on the
sphere Sm-l is a strict Korovkin set with respect to sequences ofpositive linear

operators on CCSm-l)'

This theorem (given also in [8]) admits a simple geometric interpretation.
By means of the map <[J the statement translates: The set of coordinates
{Yo , ... , Ym} is a strict Korovkin set on Y = c]J(S"'_I)' As a geometric formu
lation of Theorem 1 we obtain therefore:

THEOREM 2. Let Y be a topological image of Sm-l in Rm+I, which is
2-independent. Then at each point y(O) of Y there exists a strict supporting
hyperplane for Y, passing through the origin.

Proof Each two-dimensional plane through the origin intersects Y at
most twice. In particular, 0 ¢ Y, and each straight line through the origin
has at most one point on Y. Let 2: be the unit sphere of Rm+l with center O.
The sets Y and - Yare disjoint, they are projected onto 2: by rays through
the origin into two topological images of S"'-1 , say 2:' and -2:'. The sphere
2:' divides 2: into two closed regions. Let B be the one of them which contains
no points of -2:'. By symmetry, -2:' is the boundary of -B, disjoint with B.

Let now y(O) be an arbitrary interior point of B. We consider any two
dimensional plane through y(O) and 0, and the one-dimensional circle a

intersection of the plane with 2:. We wish to prove that an B is a circular
arc y(l)y(2) of an opening < 7T, with y(l), y(2) E 2:', all other points being
interior points of B.

In fact, there are on a interior points of an B, for example y(O), and points
not belonging to B, for example _y(O). Hence there are at least two, and since
Yis 2-independent, exactly two points y(l), y(2) of Yon a. Let y(l)y(2) be the
arc containing y(O). Then it coincides with a n B, an4 since y(2) ¢ - B, has
an opening < 7T (see Fig. 1).
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FIGURE 1
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Let K be the closed cone formed by the rays connecting 0 with aU points
of B. It is easy to prove that the boundary of K consists of aU rays connecting
owith Y (or with lJ'). We show that K is convex.

Assume that y, z E K and that u = t( y + z) EK. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that the line yz does not go through 0, in particular
that y =1= 0, z =1= 0, and further that the projection y(O) of y onto .E is an
interior point of B. The line yz and 0 span a plane, and the configuration of
Fig. 1 applies. It follows that u(O) EB, a contradiction.

Let y E Y, and let H be a supporting hyperplane for Kat y. Assume that
some other point z E Y, Z =1= y belongs to H. Then the segment y;:; is contained
in K n H, and hence it belongs to the boundary of K. If u' = !C y + z),
there is a point u E Yon the ray Ou'. This is a contradiction: the plane through
Z, y, and 0 contains three distinct points of Y. Thus, H strictly supports Y.

In [11 J, Saskin has a more general assertion than our Thoerem 1. However,
the proof given there [11, p. 140, lines 1-8] is apparently incorrect, in
particular when m ~ 3.

2. THE ROLE OF QUASI PEAK POINTS

From now on, G is an arbitrary subspace of C(X); without loss of gener
ality, we assume that G is closed. For the determination of the shadow of G,
the notion of Choquet boundary is important. Useful tools for this purpose
(see Berens and Lorentz [4J) are the upper and the lower envelopes f, J of
H. Bauer ([1J, [2]) and Baskakov [3] of a functionjE C(X): -

lex) = -(-f)(x), J(x) = inf{g(x): g E G, g ~ f}. (2.1)
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The envelopes j, J are defined if G contains a strictly positive function:
go(x) ~ c > 0, X-E X. But beyond this, in the determination of the shadow,
it is unnecessary and unnatural to assume that G contains the function 1
or that the functions g EG separate points of X. (These assumptions are
usually made when defining the Choquet boundary 8ChG.) Hence the
following definition, a generalization of the notion of the Choquet boundary.
The boundary 8G of G is the set of all X o E X with the following property:
All positive linear extensions to C(X) of the restriction to G of the evaluation
functional Ea (1) = f(xo), fE C(X) coincide on C(X). One shows ([1,2,4])

o
that this happens exactly when the upper and the lower envelopes (2.1)
coincide at Xo: j(xo) = J(xo), fE C(X). On the other hand, (Baskakov [3],
Berens and Lorentz [4D, the shadow S(G) proves to be equal to the set of all!
for which j(x) = J(x) for all x E X. As a corollary, G is a Korovkin set if
and only if 8G = X.

Korovkin sets, shadows, and boundaries have been often described in
terms of peak points. We would like to observe that quasi peak points often
provide a better description.

DEFINITION 1. A point Xo E X is a quasi peak point for the space G with
respect to the class T+ of positive linear operators, if for each E, 0 < E < 1,
and each neighborhood U of Xo , there exists agE G with the properties:

g(xo) < E

g(x)~1 for XEX\U.

g(x) ~ 0, XEX (2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

THEOREM 3. Assume that the space G contains a strictly positive function
go . Then the boundary 8G ofG is equal to the set ofall quasi peak points ofG.

This is precisely what is needed for convergence theorems of Korovkin's
type. In Bishop and de Leeuw [5] and in [10] the theorem is proved when G
is a closed subalgebra of C(X) which contains the function 1 and separates
points of X. Compare also [6].

Proof We can show that the following statements are equivalent for
XoEX:

(i) The restriction of the evaluation functional Ex to G has a unique
o

positive linear extension from G to C(X).

(ii) j(xo) = J(xo) for allfE C(X).

(iii) X o is a quasi peak point of G.
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For the equivalence of (i) and (ii), see [4]. If (ii) holds, we select a function
f;;: 0, for which f(xo) = 0, f(x) ): 1 for x E X\U. The existence of agE G
satisfying (2.2)-(2.4) follows from the definition (2.1).

Conversely, we derive (i) from (iii). Let L be a positive linear functional
coinciding with Ex on G, and let j-t be the corresponding measure, so that

o
L(f) = Ixfdj-t,fE C(X). If g satisfies (2.2)-(2.4), then

p.(X\U) ~ t g dj-t = L(g) = g(xo) < E.

Thus j-t(X\U) = 0, and since U is arbitrary, the whole mass of fL is concen
trated at X o • Hence

COROLLARY. A subspace G ofC(X), containing a strictly positive function,
is a Korovkin set ifand only if each x E X is a quasi peak point.

If G contains a go, and h is another strictly positive function on C(X),
then the space G and G', given by

G' = {g': g' = gjh, g E G}, (2.6)

have similar properties. It is clear that G and G' have the same peak points.
In addition we have:

aG' = aGo (2.7)

Indeed, let XoE aG, then the only positive linear functional Lon C(X) which
satisfies L(g) = g(xo), is the evaluation functional Ex • Let L' ;;: 0 be a

o
positive linear functional for which L'(g') = g'(xo), g' E G'. Then L 1(/) =
L'(fjh) h(xo) is also positive and linear and L1(g) = g(xo), g E G, hence
L 1 = Ex and L' = Ex , so that XoE aG'.o 0

In particular, we may take h = go , then G' contains the function 1.

THEOREM 4. If G contains a strictly positive function go , then the set ofall
peak points of G is dense in aGo

If G contains the function 1 and separates points of X, this assertion is
Mil'man's theorem [9], also reproduced in Phelps [10, p. 57].

Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that G contains the
function 1. Let X o E aG, let °< E < 1, and let U be a neighborhood of X o .
We select a function g E G satisfying (2.2)-(2.4). Subtracting from g, if
necessary, a small constant, we may assume that g vanishes at some point
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Xl E U. Then 1 - gill g II is positive and belongs to the unit sphere of the
space G. By a theorem of Mazur [10, p. 55], our function can be approximated
by a smooth function gl of the unit sphere of G. But it is not difficult to see that
smooth functions in G are precisely the functions whose absolute value
admits just one maximum equal to one. In the present case, gl(X) itself must
be equal to one at some point X2 E U, and else satisfy -1 < gl(X) < 1. Then
1 - gl(X) will have its minimum on X equal to zero, and the minimum will be
attained only at X 2 •

3. QUASI PEAK POINTS FOR POSITIVE CONTRACTIONS

Similar arguments apply to the class Tl+ of positive linear operators of
norm :( 1 which map C(X) into itself. About the subspace G C C(X) we
assume this time only that it is closed and nonvanishing: for each X E X there
is agE G with g(x) =1= 0. We shall make use of the functionals defined by
M. Donner for some other purpose,

j(Xo) = inf{A + g(xo): A ;? 0, g E G, A+ g ;? f}, (3.1)

[(xo) = -(-f)(xo). (3.2)

LEMMA 1. Let L be a linear boundedfunctional on C(X), let Xli E X be given.
Then L is a positive, of norm one extension of the restriction of E", from G to

o
C(X) if and only if

(3.3)

LEMMA 2. For a function fo E C(X), the value L(fo) of the above extension
of E", is detremined uniquely if and only if

o

(3.4)

The easy proofs, similar to those for fin [4], are left to the reader.

DEFINITION 2. A point X o E X is a peak point for G with respect to Tl+
if there exists a function g E G which attains at X o a nonnegative strict
maximum A:

g(X) < A, X =1= Xo ' (3.5)
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DEFINITION 3. A point Xo EX is a quasi peak point for G with respect to
T1+ if for each E > °and each neighborhood U of Xo , there exists a A. ~ 0
and agE G with the properties

g~A

g(xo) > A. - E

g(x) ~ A. - 1, X E X\ u.

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

In the situation (3.5), g(x) ~ A. - 0, X EX\U for some 0 > 0. Replacing g
by glo and Aby Alo, we obtain (3.6)-(3.8). It follows that each peak point is
also a quasi peak point.

THEOREM 5. Let G be a nonvanishing subspace ofC(X) and let Xo E X. The
evaluation functional Ex on G has a unique positive extension ofnorm one ifando
only if X o is a quasi peak point with respect to T1+.

Proof (a) Let the extension be unique. By Lemma 2, f(xo) = J(xo) for
eachfE C(X). If E > 0, U are given, letfbe such thatf ~ 0, f(xo) = 0 and
f(x) ~ 1 outside of U. From the definition ofJwe obtain a pair A, g with the
properties A+ g ~ 0, ,\ + g(xo) < E and,\ + g(x) ~ 1, x E X\U.

(b) Conversely, let (3.6)-(3.8) be satisfied. Let L be a positive functional
of norm 1 (or ~ 1) which extends Ex from G. If fJ, is the corresponding

o
measure,

fJ,(X\U) ~ t (,\ - g) dfJ, = ,\fJ,X - L(g) ~ A - g(xo) < E.

The conclusion is as before.
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